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In this paper, we show that (1) the question to decide whether a given Petri net is consistent, 
A&-reversible or live is reduced to the reachability problem in a unified manner, (2) the 
reachability p:-oblem for Petri nets is equivalent to the equality problem and the inclusion 
problem for the sets of all Zring sequences of two Petri nets, (3) the equality problem for the sets 
of firing s;quences of two Petri nets with only two unbounded places under homomorphism is 
undecidable, (4) the coverability and reachability problems are undecidable for geoerzlized Petri 
nets in which a distinguished transition has priority over the other transitions, and (5) the 
reachability problem is undecidable for generalized Petri nets in which some transitions can reset 
a certain place to zero marking. 
ion Fystems were first introduc’ed by 
subsequently studied by Rabin, Nash [ES], Van Leeuw 
[lo] and othe-s in varying context. Petri net [6] is a formal model suitable for 
eferences. The resea 
rant No. 65-43362 
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(1) The question to decide whether a given Petri net is 
or live is reduced to the reachability problem in a unifi 
(2) The reachability problem for Petri nets is equivalent to the equality probkm 
for the sets of all firing sequences of two Petri nets and also to the question to 
decide for any given Petri nets NI and Nz and any given arcones A1 and AZ whether 
or not L (I’&,, A 1) c L (A4, 4). 
(3) Given Petri nets with only two unbounded places Nn, IS, arcones Al, Aa and 
a mapping Qi from the set of transitions of NZ to that of N1, it is undecidable in 
general whether or not L(N,, A,) = @(L(P&, A*)), Furthermore, the result above 
holds for Petri nets N, and N2, arcones A1 and AZ and mapping have 
restrictions tated in Remark 
(4) coverability and are undecidable for 
nets which have ooly two and a distinguished transition 
with priority over the other transitions. 
(5) The re,achability problem is undecidable for nets in which 
some transitions can reset one two distinguished places to zero marking. 
M. Hack and the authors have been working 
was first proved one of authors [Sj that the 
for sets all firing sequences of Petri nets is equivalent 
and generalization (the part of Theorem was 
presented the authors [9]. Hack also proved [5] that the 
for sets the reachability problem. Theorem was 
presented the authors via two counter automaton in [9]. Hack 
also proved via [S] that the for sets 
The proof presented 
yields strongzr results Hack’s main pgrt the proof of Theorem 
was published the authors [I]. ) in that the 
and reachability problems arc u~d e in Petri nets subject the 
priority firing rule simulation that 
undecidability for Petri nets in whit. is a distinguished transition has 
over other transitions. 
In this necessary on nets are I[ 1, 91. 
a finite set 
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If there is an arc from place r to transition t (or from transition t to place I-)~ then 
t is called an in lace (or output place) of the transition 1. 
A marking is a mapping from k7 to and represented by a 
ector (s,, sz, . . . , si, . - . , sI rl ,), where 1 I7 Q is the number of places 
3. A Petri net is represented graphically as follows: 
(1) piaces are represented by circles, 0, 
(2) transitions are represented by bars, 1 , 
(3) arcs are represented by arrows, +, 
(4) a marking n/I is represented by drawing M(r,) takens into place ri, and tokens 
are represented by do’s, 
efinition * denotes the set sfall strings composed of symbols of z1, including 
the empty string h whose length is zero. 
ehition 5. Let F(r, t) and (t, r) denote the number of those arcs which go 
from place d to transition t and that of those arcs which go from transition t to place 
r, respectively. A transition t is said to be firable at marking M, if and only if 
M(r) 3 F(r, t) for every input place 1. A firing of transition d is accomplished by 
removing F(r, t) tok,-ns from every input place r of the transition t and adding 
B(f, r) tokens to evLry output place r of the transition t. Let W denote the resulting 
marking. Then we write that MA M’. 
A firing sequence from marking 1&I to marking M’ is a string gt 
defined recut %ively as follows: 
where GEZ”, 
empty string h, 
I”’ is the set of 1 I7 I-dimensional vectors over . For the 
7. 
a firing sequence 
’ is saio to be reacbab e from marking if there exists 
,) wish initial mar 
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L,,(N)=(oE.S* 13ME ‘Y Ml-r; w* 
For a marking M and a subset n’ of n, we define arcone A ( 
as follows: 
J?I’) = {M’ 1 M’(r) = (r) fcha r E II’ and (r) for r E II - lF). 
If L?’ is empty, then A (M, IT) is said to be 
11. Given a Petri net W = (I?‘, 2, E, &), we define a set L(N, A) of 
firing seqlcences from the initial marking MO <to markings in 
E(N,A)={aEZ* ; 1 3M Cz A, ‘h&5 54). 
2. Zero marking Mz is the marking such that 
place r. 
it io 3. A place r is said to be bounded in Petri net N 
a set A as follows: 
M&) = 0 for every 
= (.a, 2, E, MO) if and 
. 
only if there exists a nonnegative integer 5 such that M(r) s b for every marking M 
in RN(Mo). 
3. Consistency, MO- reversibility and liveness 
The fohowing theorem is already known [13, 14). 
not? 
The following decision probEems are equivalent to each other. 
e leachability problem : for a given marking M, whether M E RN (MO) or 
(2) The zero reachabiliiy problem : whether Mz E RN( 
(3) ?%e arcone reachability problem : for a given arcone A, whether A n 
RJ Me) f 6 no not? 
Foraset WC In’ let m(W) denote smallest subset of W such that for any 
M ira W there is ‘inm(W)withM’s By Kiiinig’s theorem [3], m ( W) is finite. 
wi,tbz initial marking 
ned e#ectively if the re 
and a principal arcone 
bihty problem is decidab 
the reachability problern 5 decidable. Then, the arcone 
will be denoted b 
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For n = 0, let R(A) = RN (At(‘)) f7 A By the assumption, it is decidable whether 
R(i,, k,; i*, k,; . . I : G,, k,) is empty or not. We shall prove the following proposition 
by the induction on [II I- n, 
uppose that I?(&, k,; iz, k,; . . . ; in, k,) is not empty. 
) A marking in R (il, k, ; iz, k,; . . . ; i,, k, ) can be found effectively. 
) m(R(i,, k,; n’z, k,;. . . ; i,,, k,)) can be found i#ectiveiy. 
Proof. The proposition is trivially true for n = 1 nl. Suppose that the proposi- 
tion is true for n = I + 1 and consider the case of n = 1. For simplicity, let 
1= {r’l, ir, l l l , i,}, let R(i,, k,; iz, k,; _. . ; i,, kr) be denoted by R, and for i E 
(1 2 ,‘..) 
R;il. k l 
47 I} - Xl and a nonregative integer k, let RI (i, k) denote 
l,. . . ; i,, kr; i, k). For the proof of (Pl), choose a positive integer i which is 
less than (n I+ 1 and different from i,, iz, .. . , il. Decide whether R1 (i, 0) is empty. If 
so, decide whether RI (i, 1) is empty. Repeat the process until we find a nonnegative 
integer k for which RI (i, k) is not empty. By the induction hypothesis, a marking M 
in R,(i, k)c R an be found. For the proof of (P2), note that m(R,) = 
m({Ml u {M’ I ’ $ M, M’ E RI)) and that 
{M’I M’$M,M’ERJ= U U 
iE(1.2,.... Il7(}-1, OSkcIbfi 
RI (i, k). 
By the induction hypothesis, m (RI (i, k)) can be found effectively. Since’ 
m(R)= m WW ( Ulnir 4 os\!, iE.Cl,Z...., - 1 m (RI (i, k))) 9 
m (RI) can be found effectively. El 
Lemma 2. Eet N = (Il, 2, E, MO) be a Petri net. Assume that a predicate Q(M) 
defined on the markings in a principal arcone A on R satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(1) If Q(I@ ‘) is true and M 3 M’, then Q(M) is true. 
(2) Zf the reachability problem is cidable, then it is decidable whether Q( 
true or not for any given marking in A. 
Then, given a Petri net N with an in,itial marking it is decidable whether 
is true or not for every marking if the reachability pro 
decidable. 
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obtain m (RN (MO) n A) effectively. Since m (RN (MO) 17 A) is finite, it is decidable 
whether Q(M) is true for every marking A4 in rn('& (?&) n A) by condition 
(2). cl 
As examples of the above lemma, we shall cons&r the following properties. 
A Petri net .N is said to be live if for any firing sequence cy E Lo(N) 
anQ any transition f, there is a firing sequence /3t such that apt E L&V). 
15. A Petri net N is said to e (strong) consistent if for any marking 
A4 E RN (I&) there is a firing sequence which fires each transition at least once and 
returns to the original marking A4 
The notion of consistency defined above is stronger than a definition which has 
been in use. As used here, (strong) consistency implies the (weak) consistency at 
every reachable marking. 
efinition 16. A Petri net IV is said to be A&reversible if the initial marking MO is 
reachable from any marking M in RN (A&). 
We define the following predicates associated with Petri net N = (n, 2, E, MO) 
with respect to the properties above. 
(1) For a marking A4 on I7, Q:(M) is defined to be true if and only if for any 
transition t E C there is a firing sequence a such that A4 G MI -& Mz in N. Petri net 
N is live if and only if @(M) is true for all markings in RN (A&). Predicate Qr 
satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 2. If A4 2 M’ and Q:(M) is true, that 
is, for any transition t E Z there is a firing sequence ar such that i’W’$ M, --& M, in 
N, then it holds that M = A4 + (M - M’): M, + (M - Ml)-!+ PM, + (M - M') in N, 
that is, Qr(M) is true. Thus condition (1) holds. By definition, Q:(M) is true if and 
only if (M’ 1 V’r E l7, M’(r) 2 F(r, t)} n RN (M)# 0 for every t E X Since 
{M’ 1 Yr E II, M’(r) 2 F(r, t)} is arcone, the latter problem is decidable if the 
Teachability probIem is decidable. Thus condition (2) holds. 
(2) For a marking M on J7, Q:(M) is defined to be true if and only if there is a 
firing sequence CY such that (1) M 5 M in N, and (2) cy contains each transition at 
etri net N is consistent if and only if Q:(M) is true for all markings in 
clear that predicate Q$atisfies the condition (1). For each transition 
t E C in N, we add an output place of d to a co of N in order to count the 
number of firings of transit e resulting Petri net, 
,‘, be the marking sue 
r) for every place ir in an every place r, wit 
such that M’(r) = 
t E Z is reachable 
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(3) For tran +ion t E 2, let 1 ,* is firable at M). For a marking 
A,, Qr(M) is &fined to be tru only if there is a firing sequence CY sue 
M-k M’G M in N. Then Petri net N is Mo-reversible if and only if Q;(M) is trke 
nsitions t and all markings M in RN (MO) 17 A,. It is clear that predicate 
es the ct,ndition (1). QfJ(M) is true ic 1and only if M is reachable from A&’ 
in N. Hence predicate Qr satisfies the condition (2). 
The following theorem summarizes the above discussion. 
I. l’f the reachability problem is decidable, then the following problems ure 
Aso decidable. 
(1) To decide whether a Petri net is live. 
(2) To decide whether a Petri net is consistent. 
(3) To decide whether a Petri net is h&reversible. 
The proc PC above is based on the authors’ previous paper [9]. The first part (1) of 
Theorem 1 and its converse are known [4, 81. M. Hack Graved it in a somewhat 
different way. 
4. Equality pr for the set of firing sequences 
Lemma 3. If it is decidable whether Lo(N,) = LO(N2) for Amy given Petri nets N, and 
N?, then the reachability problem is also decidable. 
Proof. From a given Petri net N = (II, Z9 E, MJ, we construct two Petri nets N, 
and Nz in such a wall that Lo(NI) # I_&&) if and only if Mz E Rh! (MO). Let F(r; t) 
and B(t, r) denote the number of arcs from place r to transition t and that of arcs 
From transition t to place r in N, rL:spec’sively. First, we construct N, with initial 
marking MI0 by adding place C with M,&) = 1, transition :,, and one arc from C 
to to to a copy a! N as shown in Fig. 1. The initial marking MI0 of N1 is the initial 
marking MO of N augmented with the initial marking of place C. Next, we construct 
Fig. 1. Petri net N,. 
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Fig. 2. Petri net I$. 
Nz with initjd marking Adz0 as shown in Fig. 2, by adding place S and several arcs to 
a copy of N1 as follows: 
(I) a piace S for which 
(2) an arc from S to to, 
(3) an arc flom to to S, and 
(4) for each transition t in a copy of N, 
,, B(t, r) - c Or; 0 rE[J 
arcs from t to S if 
and 
F(r, t) - 2 B(t,rj a 
rEI7 
arcs from S to ? if 
7 
B(t, r) < c F(r, t)- 
rE77 
20 of is the initial marking augmented with the 
inik% markings of two places C and S. 
kkwing properties hold fro the construction of 20 
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M*(r) = Mz(r) for every place t other than S. 
Mz(S) = &b 
If tranAion t other than to isfirable at MI in All, then M,(r) 3 F(r, t) for evdry 
place r of t and therefore 
M*(S) = x Mt(r) = c M,(r) 2 x F( r, t). 
rdn rEl7 rEl7 
Since a number of arcs frbm place S to transition t is not greater than &,,F(r, t), I’ is 
rable at M ‘ni N2. 
(4) If transrtion to isfirable at MI in N1, then to is firable at .Mz in N2 if and only if 
&n M(r) # Q., 
(P3) For any firing sequence cy where to does not occur, we have that 
CY E Lo(N) e a! E Lo(N,) e a s &o( NJ 
and that if MO -% Min N, Ml& MI in N, and MzOs Mz in Nz, then M(r) = M,(r) = 
Mz(r) for every p!ace r other lvlan S and C. This follows from (P2) and a;t induction 
on the length of CY. 
(P4) If 3 & E RN (MO), then Ln(NI) = LO(N2). 
Proof Let y be in L,,(N1). If 7 does not contain transition to, then y E Lo(&) by 
(P3). Otherwise, let y = at& where a! does not contain to. Since transition to can 
fire at most once, /3 doss not contain to. By (P3), CY E Lo(N) n LO(N2). Let M,,; M 
in N, M$ M, it? N, and M,,9f, M2 in N*. Since M# Mz, 
Mz(S) = c M*(r) = 2 M(r) = c M(r) >O _ 
rEIl rEII rEll 
by (P2) and (P3). FIence, rcj is firable at M2 in Na by (P2) through (P4). By applyinlg 
(P2) repeatrdly, we have that y E LO(N2). That is, Lo(M) C Lo(N& Thus (P4) 
follows from (Pl). 
2 E RN (k&J, then UN,) # Lo(N2). 
Proof. Le r[P3), cy E L,(N,) n LO(N2), M,rt -% 
:!(r) = 0 for ever Iace r other than C including 
S. Since : jS) = 0, transition e,, is not firable at in N, but is firable at 
N,. 0 
If the reachability problem is decidable, then it is also 
2a 
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L,et c = {tl, t2p . . . , t&h and iet F(r, t), I;;@, t) and F& t) (or B(t, r), &(t, 13) and 
&(t, r)) denote the number of arcs from place Y (or transition f) to transition t (or 
place r) in N, N1 and A$, respectively. Let Ii1 and Oil (or Ii;, and Qi2) be the set of 
the input places and that of the output places of transition ti in AT1 (or N2), 
respectively. JPetri net N consists of the foliawing places and transitions. 
(1) n.= I71 U &U{C,, C’2} tJ(Di (16 i s IZI)}, where Cl, C’,, and Di with 1 s 
i+l are not in n,W12. 
(2) For each transitit l ti E .S (1 < i 6 12 I), N has three transitions til, fi2 and ti3 
as shown in Fig. 3, where 
(a) Transition ti in N, 
(b) Transition ti in Nz 
(c) Transitions PiI, tiz and Sia in N 
Fig. 3. Construction of N for transition ti. 
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(1) the input places (or the output places) of til are Cl and the places in Ii, u Ii* 
(or Cl and the places in Oil U Oiz), 
(2) the input places (or the output places) of ti2 are C1 and rhe places in Iit (or cz, 
Di and the places in oil), 
(3) the input places (or the output places) of ti3 are C2 and the places in Ii, (or c2 
and the places in Oil), and 
(4) F(r, tit) = F(r, ti2) = F(r, ti3) = Fl(r, ti) for r E n,, F(r, til) = F2(r, ti) for r 
E l72, B(ti*, r) = B(tiz, r) = B(ti& r) = Bl(ti, r) for r E ZI,, B(til, r) = Bz(ti, r) for r 
E l72, and F(C1, tit) = F(CI, ti2) = F(C2, ti3) = B(ti,, Cl) = B(ti2, Cz) = B(ti,, C2) = 
B(ti2, Di) = 1. 
The initial marking M0 of N is the marking such that MO(r) = Mi (r) for r E f1i 
with l~i~2, M&)=1, M,(C2)=Oand Mo(Di)=OforlSiS]Z]. 
In N, transition ti3 (1 G i G 12, I) cannot fire when place C, has a token, and after 
one of the transitions lj2 (1 G j s 1 C I) has fired, transition til and ti2 (1 G i s I C I) 
cannot fire and only transition tis (1 s i s I C 1) can fire. Output place Di of fj2 has a 
token if and only if transition oi2 has fired. Let P, and !& be mappings uch that 
P,(ti)= til and pB(ti) = ti3. For a subset n’ of n and a marking M on &I, let M[_U’] 
denote the projection of M O-T W. 
By the construction of N, the following properties hold. 
(PI) L.et M&M ip! N. If M(Q) = 1, then y is represented CIS Pl(a)tj#3(P)r 
wherecwandfiareinZ*. JfM(C,)= 1, thenthereiscw EC* such that& !&(cw)~ 
(P2) a! E ito n Lo(N2) if and only if !I+) E Lo(N). If MO 2 M in N and 
MioG Mi irt Ni for i = 1,2, then V[l7i] = Mi for i = 1,2, and M(Cz) = M(Di) = 0 for 
l~b=lq. 
(P3) a@ E L.o(N,) and cy E Lo(N2) if and only if ?P,(a)tit!P3(p)E Lo(N). If 
Ml0 arJB* MI in N,, M 2,,: M2 in Nz and M,,z M’ ‘a) M in N, orherv M[l&] = 
MI, M[lTz] = M’[_&] = M2, M(C,) = 0, M(C+ 1, M(Q)= 1 and M(Di) = 0 for 
i# j. 
r that L(N,, A,) C L(N2, A2) if and only if (I) there is no firing sequence: 
CY E L(N,, A,), LY E L0(N2) and cy E L(N2, A2), and (II) there is no firing 
sequence a such that cy E L(N,, A,) and cu a’ L,,(Nz). 
First, we will consider condition (1). Let A denote the set of markings M on II 
such that M[I7,] E A,, M[I&] E AZ (the cnmplement of A?, which is a.union of a 
finite number of arcones [VI]), M(C,) = 1, M(C,) - 0 and M(Di) = 0 for 1 s i s 
12 I. A is ;! union of a finite number of arcones. By (Pl) and (P2), co;ldition (I) is 
true if and only if no markings in A are reachable from M,, in N. If the reachability 
problem i:, decidable., the latter problem is decidable. Therefore it is decidable 
whether condition (I) is true. 
Next, we will show that condition (II) is true if and only if no markings which 
nv+er of arcones are reachable in Iv. Since the 
e reachability problem is decidable, it is decidable 
whether condition (II) is true. 
such that 
Atri = \I U 
Ir I FAr.tj)#n.rEll2) OSl<F~(r,t,) 
I 
M is a marking on & 
M(Di)= I, MiDi)= (if j) I l 
Let A,) be the set of markings M on ll such that [n,] E A,, M[n,] Q 
U Isj<lxj Afbj, M(C,) = O and M(Q = I, where 17, = 112 U {O(l s i s I Z: I))- Then, 
A. is a union of a finite number of arcones. 
If condition (II) is false, that is, there is a firing sequence y such that 
y E L(N,, A ,) and y e L,,(N,), then there exists ti such that y = ati& a E Lo(N,) 
and atj E E,,(N2). By property (P3). V,(a)fj2*J(p) E Lo(N). Let Mloz MI in 
n,, A&,,,> Mz in IV2 anid A& v’l(‘r)‘t’y’%!‘f M in ZV. Since ati e Lo(Nz), there is a place r 
in Hz such that M&)< F,(r, fj). I-Ience it follows from (P3) that M[I&] E A,, 
M[&] E Ac\j, M(C,) = 0 and M(C) = 1. Th,at is, M E A(). 
If there is a firing sequence y in L(N, A(,), then y can be represented as 
*t(~y)djA%(P) by (PI). By (P3), atip E L(N,, Aa) and cy E L&Q. Let 
MO ‘1(“!. M’ ‘iz’yJts! M in N and MzOs M2 in N2. Since [l&l E Uj Aoi and 
M(Dj) = 1, there exists a place r in I_r2 such that M(r) = I < F(r, li). By (P3), 
_M2 = M[.&]. Thus transition ti cannot fire at marking A& that is, atja e I&$). 
Therefore condition (II) is false. 0 
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We cor,stru@t ,+, as follows. Let Aoj be a union of 1 L&( + 122 1 dimenskml arcones 
From Lemmas 3 and 4, we have the following theorem. 
The following decision problems are equivalent to the reachability 
(1) To decide for tiny given Petri nets N, and IV2 and any given arcones A, and AZ 
whethe;- L (N,, A J c L (N,, A *). 
112) To decide for any given Petri nets N1 and N2 whether L,(N,) = Lo(N2). 
er UDJr 
‘Tb show undecidability of some deGsion problems, we consider a deterministic 
two counter automaton (abbreviated as 2ca) with no input tape which starts from an 
initial state so and alts when and only when it goes to a final state sf. et Cl 
ote a counter and the irGtia1 contents of c1 and c2 are assumed to 
erations of a 2ca are of the following types. 
(I) If the current state is s, then ad one to counter cr a 
ill be denoted by (s, s’, I). 
e current state is s and counter cl is not equal to 
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as [s, x1, x2], where s is the current state of 
and x1 and xI denote the current contents of counters cl and c2 of #, respectively. 
The initial total state is [so, O,O]. If [s’, x I, xl] is the total state of K where K starting 
from a,total state [s, x1, x2] reaches after a sequence LU of operations, then we write 
[s, Xl, nz] 2 [s’, K ;, XS]. 
It is known to be undecidable in general whether a 2ca halts or not [ 121. 
hen Petri nets with only two unbounded places N, = 
A N2 = W2, X2, E2, J, arcones A 1 9 AZ anId a mapping @ from Z2 to 
it is undecidable in general whether L(Nl, Al) = G(L(N2, A2)) or not, where 
;L(;J,. AZ)) = (@(a) 1 a E L(N2s A2)). 
Pm&. For any 2ca we construct two Petri nets Nl = (L!,, & El, d and 
N = (n;,Z2, Ea ) in such a way that L(Nl,Al)f @(L(N2,A2)) if and only if 
2ca K halts. Nl N2 consist of the following places and transitions. 
(I) For each state s in 2ca K, both N1 and Nt have a place designated by S. 
(2) N, and N2 have two places Cl and C2, where C, and C2 correspond to 
counters cl and c2 in 2ca K, respectively. 
(3) N2 has a place D. 
(4) For earn operation T = e I in 2ca K, AT1 and N2 have a transition 
t(l) whose input place is S and whose output places are S’ and C, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 
F:g. 4. Simulation of operation T of type I in Petri nets N, and N2. 
(5) For each operation 7 = (s, s', s", I) of type II in 2ca K, Nl has two transitions 
fN&) and &Z(T) as shown in Fig. 5, where the input places (or the output places) of 
tN&-) are S and G (or ‘) and the input place (or the output place) of t&r) is S (or 
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S”), and Nz has three transitions t &), t&) and t;(7) as shown in Fig. 6, where 
the input places (or the output places) of &(a) are S and C (or S’), the inrut place 
(or the output place) of k(r) is S (or S”), and the input places (or the out 
of t;(7) are S, C, and D (or S” and Cl). 
Fig. 6. Simdation of operation r of type II in Petri net N2. 
The initial marking oofN1isthema king such that MlO(SO) = 1 and M &) = 0 
for every place P other than So ‘The initial marking MzO of IV2 is the markiilg such 
@) = 1 and A&(r) = 0 for every place I other than So and D. Let 
A1 and A2 be arcanes {M 1 M$) = 1) and {M 1 (D) = 0}, respec- 
tively. Let 43 be a mapping such that. @(t(T)) = t(T) r every operation T of type I, 
@(f&)) = f&X and G@=(T)) = @(t&(r)) = t&) for every operation T of 
type II. 
For a finite sequence y of operations from the initial total state in 2ca K, define 
f(cu) E C 7 recursively as follows. 
(1) If ~1 = A, then f(a!)= A. 
(2) If Q = ar17 and T is an operation of type I, then f(a,) = J(cY$(T). 
(3) Suppose that a = aI7 and T = (s, s’, s”, 1)’ is 
If xl > 0, then f(a) = f(txl)fN&r). 
From the construction of d P&, we have the following (Pl) t 
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operations fro e initial total s such that f(a) = p, altd p is said to simulate 
sequence in LO( in N2. Then a(r) 
, in IV*. Then we places F other than D, 
(f+L A 1) 2 @e:L 
ny firing seque (I’+&, AZ) must contain G IrGnsition of type 
t:((s, s’, s”, 1)) because D has a token unless a transition of type t&(r) fires. Since 
rrarr.sition ti((s, s’, s”, 1)) can fire only at a marking whose Cl compo t is positive, it 
fidIows from (*), (Pl) and (P2) that G(y) does not simulate 2ca correctly. 
5) Suppose that E L(N,,A,) does not simulate 2ca correctly, that is, p 
cc; ;tk& ins a transition 0-f type tZ((s, s’, s”, 1)) whose firing OCC~FS at a markilng MI such 
that M&) > 0. Let y be the sequence derived from /3 by substituting ti((s, s’, s”, I)) 
for an occurrence of tz((s, s’, s”, 1)) which fires at a marking whose Cr component is 
= e(y) and y E L(N2, AZ). 
t 2ca K halts. Let QS be the sequence of operations from the initial 
t&al state to a nal total state in By (PI), f(4=.OWL). By (P4), 
, A*)). Suppose that 2ca does not halt. Then, any firing sequence p 
in L (N, AL)‘ does not simulate 2ca K correctly, and therefore /3 L(N2, AZ)) by 
(55). Hence, L( , AI) = @(L(P&, AZ)) by (P3). Thus L(lVl, A, (LUG A2N if 
md only if 2ca halts. D 
. Petri nets IV, and IV2 and arcones A1 and A2 in the proof above have 
the following pro 
(1) If @(tl) = G‘ [t2), then B2(tl, r) - F2 (r, tr) = B2(tZ, F) - Fz(.- r2) for every un- 
at is, the net effect for each unbounded place by transition tl is 
the same as tktat by transition tr. 
(2) Arcone$, A, and A2 are defined by specifying the number of tokens of some 
bounded places only. 
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(&rorem 4. lihe coverability and reachability problems are undecidable for 
generalized Petri nets which have only two unbounded places (2nd distinguished 
transition with primky over the other transitions. 
Prwf, Rx any 2ca K, we construct aPetri net N = (l?, 2, E, MO} and show that for 
a marking A4j there is a reachable marking M such that M * Mf if and only if 2ca K 
halts, Petri net N consists of the following places and transitions, 
(1) For each state s in 2c.a K, N has a place designated by S. 
(2) N has three places D, C1 and Cz. C1 and C2 correspond to counters c1 and c2 
in 2ca K, respectively. 
(3) For each operation T = (s, s’, 1) of type I in 2ca K, N h:ts a transition t(T) 
whose input place is S and whose output places are S’ and CI as shown ill Fig. 7. 
S 
Fig. 7. Simulation: of operation T of type 1.. 
(4) For each operation T = (s, s’, s”, 1) of type II in 2ca K, N has three transitions 
h(r), k(r) and t;(T) and’s place G(T) as shown in Fig. 8, where the input places 
(or the output places) of t&) are S and C, (or St), the input places (or the outpus 
places) of k(7) are S (or D, G(T) and C-J, and the input places (or the ouqut 
places) of t;(T) are D, G(T) and C3--, (or St’). 
Fig. 8. Simulation of operation T of type II. 
an 
as a transition to whose input places are 
riority over the other transiiions. 
C2 as shown in Fig. 9, 
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pig. 9. Transition to with priority. 
The initial marking MO is the marking such that A4,(S0) = 1 and A&(r) = 0 for 
every place r other than So. Let A$ denote the marking such that A& (Sf) = 1 and 
I&(t) = 0 for every place r other than Sr. It follows from the construction of N that 
any marking 1M reachable from the initial marking A& satisfies the following 
equation: 
c M(r) = 1. rE17--K,. c-2. D) 
Marking M such that M(S) = 1 is said to correspond to state s in 2ca K. Then the 
initial m .rking MO corresponds to the intial state so and markings M such that 
M 3 Mf correspond to the final state sf. 
For a finite sequence ar of operations from the initial total state in K, define 
f(cu) E C* recursively as follows. 
(1) ff cy =A, then f(a)=h. 
(2) If a! = a17 and T is an operation of type I, then f(cu) = f(a,)t(T). 
(3) Suppose that a! = air and T =E (s, s’, s”, I) is of type II and 
c 
[so, o,olz: [ts, Xl, x;]. If xi > 0, then f(tr) = f(o!ljfN&=). otherwise, f(cu) = 
f (CYJtz(?)fA(+ 
From the construction of N, we have the following properties. 
(PI) For a finite sequence a! of operations in K such that [so, 0, 0] 5 [s, x1, x2], firing 
sequence f(a) belongs to Lo(N). Let MO% M. Then (S) = 1, M(G 
and M(r) = 0 for every place r PAzr th Ifs = sf, then 
reachable from MO such t 
cat /St be a firing sequence in Lo(N) such that t = t&r), 7 = (s, s’, s”, 1) and 
Then it follows from Fig. 8 that ) = 1. M(C.l_[) 3 1 
not contain tag and (2) any firing of a transition of type tZ((s, s’, ,‘I, 
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marking whose Ci component is zero and is followed immediately by a firing of 
transition t&((s, s’, s”, 2)). Hence, p can be decomposed as /3 = PI p2 l + l &,, where pi 
is either t (ri ):, or tN& ) or tz(*Ti )ti(Ti ) for 1 s i s m. Let CY = 71~2 l l * T,,,. Then, by the 
definitions of N and f we have that [so,O,O]G [sf, ~1, x2] where x1 and x2 are 
nonnegative integers. That is, K halts. 
Consequently, Iwe have that: 
3M E RN (MO): M 2: MJr e 2ca K halts, 
By simple mofdiiications of the arguments above, we can prove that the 
reachability problem is also undecidable [ 11. q 
We shall introduce a new kind of arc called reset arc and denote them by “&‘. A 
reset arc e goes out of a transition and enters to a place which is denoted by r(e). A 
firing of a transition with reset arcs el, e2,. . . is defined in the same way as that of a 
transition without reset arcs except that all tokens in places r(e,), r(e2), . . . are 
removed. 
Theorem 5. The reachability problem is undecidable for generalized Petri nets in 
which some transitions can reset one of two distinguished places to zero marking. 
Proof. In this proof, assume that two counters are equal to zero when 2ca K halts. 
For any such 2ca K, we construct a Petri net N = (II, Z’, E, MO) consisting of the 
following places and transitions. 
(1) For each state s in 2ca KT N has a place designated by S. 
(2) N has four places C1, Ct, Ci and C4. Places Cl and Ci correspond to counter 
si in 2cb K (I = 1,2). 
(3) For each operation r = (s, s’, I) of type I in 2ca K, N has a transition t(T) 
*ahose *input place is S and whose output places are S’, Cl and Cl, as shown in 
Fig. IO. 
Fig. 10. Simulation of operatioa of type I. 
or each operation r = has two transitions 
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S’ 
Fig. 11. Simulation of operation of type II. 
t&) are S, C, and CI (or S’), the input place (or the output place) of t=(r) is S (or 
St’), and t&) resets Cl,. 
The initial marking A& is the marking such that A&(&) = 1 and A&(r) = 0 for 
every place F ether than So. Let A$ denote the marking such that Mf (Sr) = 1 and 
M’ (r) = 0 for every place r other than Sf. Let f be a mapping defined in the proof of 
Theorem 4. Let F(r, t) (or B($, r)) denote the number of arcs from place t (or 
transition b) to transition t (or place r) in N 
From the construction of IV’, we have the following properties. 
(PI) Suppose that p E Lo(N) and any firing of transition of type tz((s, s’, s”, 1)) in 
p occws at a marking whose C’, component is zero. Then, there is a sequence of 
operations from the initial total state in K such that f ((w) = /3, and p is said to simulate 
2ca K correctly. 
(P2) A number of arcs between place Cl and any transition t is equal to a number of 
arcs between place C: and t except for reset arcs. Therefore it holds that M(C,) 2 
M( C’r) for any marking M in RN (MO). Since there is no transition t such that 
B(t, C’l) - F(CI,, t) > B(t, Cl) - F(CI, t), it holds that M’(CJ > M’(Ci) for any mark - 
ing M’ reachable from marking M such that M(C,) > M(CQ. 
(P3) Consider two markings Ad and M’ such that M 3 M’. If M(CJ = 0, then 
M’(C,) = M’( C;) = 0. lf A4( Cl) :> 0, then M “( Cl) > M’(C;) = 0. Therefore by (P2), 
M(C,) = M(C{) (1 = 1,2) for any marking M such that -% M if and only if /3 
tes a sequence of operati correctly. 
wie will show that &if E d only if 2ca K halts. lf Mf E RIV( 
(Ci) = 0 for 1 = I,2 by the definition. By (P3), a firing sequetzce p 
simulates a sequence of operations from the initial total state 
[so, 0, 0] JO the final total 
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